I4	INTRODUCTION
English readers, and that is the important part Gic
played in the foundation and development of the Inte:
national Co-operative Alliance, a subject that descry*
a chapter of its own. With characteristic modesty Gid
attributed the first prompting idea of an Internationa
Alliance to his close friend and  colleague at Nimes
Emile de Boyve, who did in fact, in 1886, at the Plymout
Congress, first suggest its formation, though not withou
previously discussing it with Gide, we may be sure
Associated with him as sponsors of the scheme wer<
Charles Robert of France, E. V. Neale, Thomas Hughe:
and E. O. Greening. These were all, as Gide points out
of the bourgeois class, and when it came to birth nim
years later, at the London Congress of 1895, ^ name
of the new body, The Friends of Co-operative Production,
as well as its limited objectives, indicated in Gide's mind
a character which led him to denominate the early years
of the Alliance as the Bourgeois Period. Those were the
days when profit-sharing, Christian  Socialism  and co-
partnership were strongly represented by the initiators
of the Alliance scheme; profit-sharing was eliminated
from the outset by the influence of the C.W.S., co-partner-
ship had no place after Aneurin Williams ceased to be
chairman of the Alliance, and Christian Socialism gave
way to the more militant creeds of Hardie and Hyndman,
Gide, who joined the Central Committee in 1902, has
described how the Alliance, not without his approval
and assistance, entered upon what he calls the Socialist
Period of its history. He has told how Henry Wolff,
elected Presiden^in 1896, in his eagerness to increase the
membership, was not dissatisfied by the Socialist schism
in  the French Co-operative movement,  because  this
division,  instead  of a  single  adherent  from   France,
brought him two. Indefatigable in his promotion of the
Alliance, a good linguist and a man of sufficient means,
Wolff became first, as he styled himself, the commercial
traveller of Co-operation, and then virtually the founder
of the Alliance in its present constitution. And, said Gide,
in the apt translation of Mr. May, "when Wolff had

